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ABSTRACT
The paper presents two methods that yield the expected selection quality and the
adverse impact ratio of complex selection decisions based on specific predictors and
their characteristics. Additionally, corresponding decision aids for designing predictor
composites that offer a Pareto-optimal balance in complex selection situations are
presented and illustrated.

PRESS PARAGRAPH
Complex selection decisions handle situation involving multiple jobs and an applicant
pool where some of the applicants simultaneously apply for several of the available
jobs. Practitioners and researchers interested in the outcomes of such complex
selection decisions, based on specific predictors and their characteristics, are provided
with two decision aids for designing predictor composites that offer a Pareto-optimal
balance between the goals of quality and work force diversity. As shown in the
illustrative applications, these developments provide a coherent set of tools for
addressing both practical and substantive issues related to the selection
quality/adverse impact quandary.
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The currently available methods for estimating the outcomes of selection

decisions and the related decision aids for designing selection systems that offer a

Pareto-optimal balance between the pursued selection goals by and large focus on the

simple selection situation in which the available candidates all apply for the same

single job. However, as recognized by Born and Scholarios (2005); Gatewood, Feild,

and Barrick (2008); Landy and Conte (2004), the simple selection format is not

always adequate because organizations also face complex selection decisions involving

multiple jobs and a candidate pool where some of the applicants simultaneously

apply for several of the available jobs.

Recently, Druart and De Corte (2010) proposed two methods for gauging the

expected outcomes, in terms of work force quality and diversity, of such complex

selection decisions. Both methods apply to the situation where several selection

predictors are administered to the candidates and the final selection decision is based

on one or more criterion estimates which, just as in simple selection, correspond to

validity adjusted composites of the administered predictors. The first method,

henceforth referred to as the uniform prediction method, addresses the situation

where the selection practitioner intends using the same predictor composite for

selecting and assigning the candidates to the different positions, whereas the second

method, labeled the differential prediction approach, applies when several predictor

composites (i.e., a different composite for each job) will be used to perform the

selection.

Similar to previous work by De Corte, Sackett, and Lievens (2010) in the context

of simple selection decisions, the present paper intends integrating the methods of

Druart and De Corte (2010) within a broader decision making framework with the
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purpose of designing complex selection decisions that show a Pareto-optimal balance

between the often conflicting goals of selection quality and diversity. The integration

results in two decision aids, one addressing the uniform prediction complex selection

situation, the other suitable in case of differential prediction complex selection

decisions. Using fairly realistic example data, both decision aids are subsequently

used to demonstrate the importance of applying the appropriate selection format

(either the simple or the complex selection format) when exploring the front of

Pareto-optimal outcomes of planned selections. Finally, the paper studies the relative

merits of the uniform and the differential prediction approach in generating

Parato-optimal selection designs for general complex selection situations. Before

addressing these issues, the next section amplifies on the distinction between simple

and complex selection decisions and provides a short overview of the selection

outcome estimation methods described by Druart and De Corte (2010).

ESTIMATING OUTCOMES OF COMPLEX SELECTION DECISIONS

Simple versus Complex Selection Decisions

Whereas simple selection decisions focus on situations where all applicants apply

for one or more vacancies in a single job, complex selection decisions are more

general, and involve situations where applicants are interested in one or more of a

number of different jobs. Compared to simple selection decisions, where an accept/

reject decision about each applicant is made, complex selection decisions also involve

an assignment decision when an accepted applicant applied for several positions.

Obviously, simple selection is a special case of the more general class of complex

selections, whereas classification decisions, where all applicants from the applicant

pool are eligible for all of the available positions, constitute another specific variant.
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Complex selection decisions are often encountered in large industrial or governmental

organizations, as well as in the startup or reorganization of a plant or a business unit

(Born & Scholarios, 2005; Landy & Conte, 2006).

Methods for Estimating Complex Selection Outcomes

The methods proposed by Druart and De Corte (2010) estimate the outcomes of

complex selection as expected under a rational selection strategy meaning that

candidates are selected on the basis of the composite predictor information so as to

maximize the expected criterion performance of the retained applicants. In simple

selections, rational selection obtains when candidates are top down selected on the

basis of their scores on the single criterion estimate. For complex selection situations

under the differential prediction approach, a separate criterion estimate, Ej, is

available for each job j and a result proven by Brogden (1954, 1955) implies that the

notion of rational selection can then be expressed in terms of the so-called augmented

criterion estimates where the augmented criterion estimate for job j, Vj, equals

Ej + kj with kj a position specific augmentation constant chosen so as to assure that

the required position quotas are met. In particular, Brogden’s result states that

rational selection under differential prediction is achieved when candidates are top

down selected on the basis of their highest augmented criterion estimate value and

the selected candidates are assigned to the position for which they show this highest

augmented criterion estimate value. Finally, for complex selections under uniform

prediction, rational selection dictates top down selection on the basis of the only

criterion estimate under the additional constraint that the required quota are met for

each job.

Given data on the selection predictors, the make up of the applicant pool in terms
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of the majority/minority group composition and the job application pattern, and the

characteristics of the intended complex selection (i.e., the number of hires required

for each job), the methods of Druart and De Corte (2010) permit estimating the

expected selection outcomes for any given choice for the weighing of the predictors to

the predictor composites. More specifically, both methods analytically calculate the

expected job performance of the hired candidates and the adverse impact ratio of the

selection, using the assumption that the predictor scores and the performance on the

jobs follow a multivariate normal distribution with the same variance/covariance

matrix but a different mean structure in the different applicant subgroups.

The method that applies to complex selections under differential prediction,

generalizes the procedure as developed by De Corte (2000) for the analytic

estimation of clasification decision outcomes. To estimate the expected performance

of the selection, the method proceeds in three stages. The first stage determines the

density function of the highest augmented criterion estimate in the total applicant

pool as rational selection requires that the candidates are top down selected on the

basis of their highest augmented criterion estimate score. This is followed by the

computation of the conditional expected performance on the assigned job of a

selected individual given the value of the candidate for the highest augmented

criterion estimate. Next, the law of iterated expectations is used to combine the

previous results to an unconditional estimate of the expected job performance of the

selected candidates. The results on the density function of the highest augmented

criterion estimate are also used to compute the selection ratio in both the minority

and majority applicant groups, leading to the estimate of the adverse impact ratio

(AIR) of the selection. Compared to the De Corte (2000) procedure, the method
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reflects three major innovations: the method (a) addresses not only classification

situations, but a much wider variety of complex selection situations, (b) also applies

when using other than regression based predictor composites, and (c) results in an

estimate for the selection quality as well as the work force diversity goal.

For complex selections under uniform prediction, the Druart and De Corte

(2010) method proceeds by partitioning the total applicant pool in subgroups that

differ only in terms of their application pattern and by considering each of the

resulting subgroups as a mixture of majority and minority applicant groups. Then a

constrained nonlinear program is solved to determine (a) the predictor composite cut

off values to be used in the applicant subgroups and (b) the proportions with which

the selected applicants from the subgroup are randomly assigned to the different

jobs. The objective function of the nonlinear program corresponds to the expected

job performance of the selected applicants, whereas the nonlinear constraints of the

program express the quota requirements for the different jobs. The solution values of

the nonlinear program are subsequently used to compute the expected job

performance of the selected candidates and the AIR of the intended selection.

DESIGNING PARETO-OPTIMAL COMPLEX SELECTION DECISIONS

Decision aid

A major design issue in shaping complex selections concerns the weighing of the

available predictor information in forming the predictor composites and the

corresponding criterion estimates that are subsequently used to select and assign the

applicants to the different jobs. Obviously, different weighing schemes will lead to

different expected selection outcomes and to a different trade-off in terms of selection
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efficiency and adverse impact. The issue then becomes that of finding the sets of

criterion estimates that lead to selection quality/adverse impact trade-offs that can

not be bettered by any other choice for the criterion estimates. The latter trade-offs

are typically referred to as Pareto-optimal and any set of criterion estimates that

corresponds to a Pareto-optimal trade-off is called Pareto-optimal as well.

Observe that a similar issue has been treated before by De Corte, Lievens, and

Sackett (2007, 2008), albeit in a simple selection, instead of the present complex

selection decision context. To resolve the issue, these authors propose adopting a

multi-objective optimization framework. Because this framework represents a generic

approach to solving for Pareto-optimal solutions, we decided to implement the same

strategy for obtaining Pareto-optimal trade-offs in the present complex selection

context. However, because of the numerical complexities involved in calculating the

complex selection quality and AIR for given sets of criterion estimates, we adopted

an evolutionary multi-objective optimization program instead of the more classical

normal boundary intersection variant (Das & Dennis, 1998) implemented by

De Corte et al. (2007). More specifically, we approximate the set of Pareto-optimal

selection quality and AIR trade offs achievable under either the uniform or the

differential prediction approach by integrating the appropriate selection outcome

estimation method within the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II)

of Deb, Pratap, Agarwal, and Meyarivan (2002). This resulted in two decision aids;

the first applicable under the uniform prediction approach, and the second suitable

for the differential prediction option.

Illustration

To illustrate the resulting decision aids, we consider a complex selection situation
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where four predictors are available for selecting and assigning the applicants to three

available jobs with quota requirements (relative to the total applicant pool) equal to

.25, .10 and .15 for jobs 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The available predictors are (1) a

cognitive ability test (CA), (2) a structured interview (SI), (3) a conscientiousness

measure (CO), and (4) a biodata questionaire (BI). Table 1 details the relevant

predictor data by providing the validities (assumed constant across jobs), the effect

sizes and the intercorrelations of the four predictors. The data are borrowed from

De Corte et al. (2008); Potosky, Bobko, and Roth (2005), and represent the currently

best available estimates of the predictor characteristics at the job applicant level.

Throughout the illustration, it is understood that the total applicant pool is a

random sample from a mixture of 6 applicant subpopulations with different job

application patterns and that each subgroup displays the same .88 versus .12

majority/minority group representation, leading to a total of 12 different subgroups.

In addition, it is assumed that the predictor validities and intercorrelations are

constant across the subgroups, whereas the predictors and job performances show a

different mean structure in the majority versus the minority subpopulations. Table 2

summarizes the make up of the total applicant pool in terms of the mixture

proportions and the job application patterns of the different subgroups. The data

show that the selection decision is complex as 25 percent of the applicants apply for

more than one job and for each job some of the applicants apply for at least one of

the other positions.

The solid line in Figure 1 summarizes the results of implementing the decision

aid for the above detailed complex selection situation under the provision that

different composites will be used for the selection (i.e., differential prediction
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approach) and that the predictor weights in forming the different predictor

composites may vary between 0 and 1. Each point on the line represents an

achievable Pareto-optimal trade-off between the goals of selection quality, as gauged

by the expected performance of the selected applicants (vertical axis), and selection

diversity, as represented by the AIR measure.

Just as for simple selection, the application of the decision aid shows a large

variety in the attainable Pareto-optimal trade-offs. Thus, from upper left to lower

right, the solid line indicates that using one particular Pareto-optimal predictor

weighing in forming the predictor composites may result in complex selection trade

off outcome values of .53 and .46 for AIR and expected performance respectively,

whereas another Pareto-optimal weighing is expected to result in a trade-off with

corresponding values of .95 and .13 respectively.

Apart from a summary of the attainable Pareto-optimal selection outcome

trade-offs, the application of the decision aid also produces details on the

corresponding Pareto-optimal predictor weighing schemes, thereby indicating how

each of the Pareto-optimal trade-offs can actually be obtained. As an example,

consider the Pareto-optimal trade-off marked with the letter A on the solid line. This

Pareto-optimal trade-off shows values of .39 and .70 for the selection quality and

diversity objectives and the decision aid indicates that this trade-off is expected when

using the following predictor weights for the three predictor composites: 0.16, 0.81,

0.33, 0.00; 0.27, 0.86, 0.39, 0.0012; and 0.19, 0.99, 0.41 and 0.0002.

Importance of applying the appropriate selection format

Although the example situation reflects a complex selection decision, it is

conceivable that one might mistakingly approach the situation as if it involves three
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seperate simple selection decisions each with a selection rate equal to the ratio of the

required total applicant proportion for the job and the proportion of applicants in

the total pool that applies for this job. In that case, the selection rate for job 1 would

be equated to .25/.55, where the latter proportion equals the sum of the prevalences

of the subgroups with applicants that apply for job 1 (i.e., .55 =

.30 + .10 + .10 + .05); whereas the selection rates for jobs two and three would

similarly be equated to .10/.40 and .15/.35, respectively. As this erroneous

conception disregards the fact that some applicants apply for more than one job but

can be selected for only one of the jobs, and hence leads to underestimating the

selection ratios, it is conjectured to result in a substantially biased expectation about

the attainable Pareto-optimal selection outcome trade-offs.

Application of the differential prediction decision aid to the ill conceived

separate simple selection format results in the Pareto-optimal trade-off front depicted

by the dashed curve on Figure 1. Comparing this front to the correct front as

obtained under the appropriate complex selection format (cf. the solid curve on

Figure 1) shows that the expectations about attainable Pareto-optimal selection

outcome trade-offs may indeed be substantially biased when wrongly applying the

simple selection approach to situations that in fact reflect a true complex selection

situation. In the present example, the underestimation of the selection ratios leads to

Pareto-optimal quality/AIR trade-offs that, for constant values of the AIR,

considerably overestimate the expected job performance of the selected employees.

Also, for the same reason, trade-offs with AIR values higher than .93 are no longer

attainable, whereas the opposite is suggested for trade-offs with an AIR value below

.53.
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COMPARING PARETO-OPTIMAL TRADE-OFFS FOR UNIFORM AND

DIFFERENTIAL PREDICTION

As noted above, complex selection includes classification decisions as the special

case where all selected applicants can be assigned to each of the positions under

consideration. Analytic methods for estimating the quality of classification decisions

were proposed by Brogden (1951, 1959) and De Corte (1998, 2000), and subsequently

applied, showing that the resulting classification quality, as measured by the

expected job performance of the classified individuals, increased by using (regression

weighted) differential predictor composites, as compared to a single predictor

composite as basis for selection and assignment. The current application aims to

explore whether this finding generalizes to the more general class of complex selection

situations, where applicants display different job application patterns.

To achieve this purpose, we again implemented our decision aid to compute the

front of Pareto-optimal selection quality/diversity trade offs for the earlier described

example selection situation. However, this time the computations are performed

under the uniform instead of the differential prediction approach. The dotted line in

Figure 1 summarizes the resulting Pareto front. Comparing this front with the

Pareto front as obtained by applying differential predictor composites, indicates that

the latter approach hardly outperforms the more simple selection procedure based on

a single predictor composite. So, the results suggest that the more simple, uniform

selection procedure leads to practically the same Pareto-optimal quality/ AIR

trade-offs as the more complex differential selection procedure. This contrasts with

results previously reported concerning classification quality which was increased by

applying differential predictor composites (Brogden, 1951).
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To explain the discrepancy between the present results and the earlier reported

findings on the superiority of the differential prediction approach in the classification

context, we offer the following two considerations. First, the current application

treats the more general case of complex selections, using other than regression based

predictor composites, and considering diversity as well as quality of the selection

outcomes. Second, as shown by Brogden (1959); De Corte (2000), the quality of a

classification decision decreases for increasing correlations between the criterion

estimates that are used in the classification decision. In the present example, all

criterion estimates correspond to linear combinations of the same predictors that

have constant validity across the three different jobs. As noted by Murphy,

Dzieweczynski, and Zhang (2009), these criterion estimates therefore tend to

correlate very highly, thereby all but eliminating the potential benefits associated

with using different criterion estimates.

DISCUSSION

Whereas simple selection decisions handle situations where an applicant pool is

applying for one or more vacancies in a single job, complex selection decisions are

characterized by an applicant pool interested in one or several of a set of jobs. So,

besides an accept/reject decision, a complex selection situation requires an

assignment of applicants to positions as well. Recently, Druart and De Corte (2010)

proposed two methods for gauging the expected outcomes of such complex selection

decisions, in terms of work force quality as well as diversity. Both methods, the

uniform prediction and the differential prediction method, estimate the outcomes of

complex selections as expected under the rational selection strategy. The present

paper discussed the integration of these outcome estimation methods within a
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multi-objective optimization framework, resulting in the design of two decision aids

that can be used to uncover the front of Pareto-optimal selection quality and

diversity trade-offs attainable for a planned complex selection decision.

The current paper demonstrates the use of the decision aids in two example

applications. The first application demonstrates that wrongly handling a complex

selection decision as if it were a series of simple selection decisions, leads to

substantively biased expectations about the attainable selection quality and diversity

trade offs. The second application compared the potential of the differential and

uniform prediction methods in obtaining Pareto optimal trade-offs between quality

and diversity. Contrary to the expectation derived from previous work on the

outcomes of classification decisions (Brogden, 1951), it was found that both methods

lead to practically the same Pareto front, largely as a result of the fact that criterion

composites of predictors that have constant validity across jobs tend to correlate very

highly.

Similar to the decision tools already developed for the design of simple selection

decisions, the implementation of the current selection outcome estimation methods

and decision aids depends on a number of boundary conditions. In particular, the

application of these tools requires that fairly accurate predictor and applicant data

are available. Also, it is assumed that the job performance and the predictor scores

follow a multinormal distribution with the same variance/ covariance matrix but a

different mean structure in the applicant subpopulations. However, it is noted that

essentially the same data and identical distributional assumptions underlie all

previous related work on the estimation of the effects of predictor weighing on the

balance between selection quality and diversity in both the simple selection (De Corte
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et al., 2007) and the classification decision context (Scholarios, Johnson, & Zeidner,

1994). Further research on the robustness to failures in the distributional assumptions

and the sensitivity to sampling variability in the predictor and applicant input data

of the results obtained by decision aids for designing selection systems is therefore

highly needed, not only with respect to the present complex selection context but for

the simple selection and the classification situation environment as well.

In summary, practitioners and researchers interested in the outcomes of complex

selection decisions, based on specific predictors and their characteristics, are provided

with two methods that yield the expected selection quality and the adverse impact

ratio of these planned complex selection decisions. In addition, they can dispose of

corresponding decision aids for designing predictor composites that offer a

Pareto-optimal balance between the goals of quality and work force diversity. As

shown in the illustrative applications, these developments provide a coherent set of

tools for addressing both practical and substantive issues related to the selection

quality/adverse impact quandary that is of central concern in the personnel selection

literature.
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Table 1

Effect Sizes, Validities and Intercorrelations of the Predictors as well as

the Effect Sizes of the Job Performances

Variable Effect Size Correlation Matrix

d 1 2 3 4

Predictors

1. Cognitive ability -0.72

2. Structured Interview -0.31 .31

3. Conscientiousness -0.06 .03 .26

4. Biodata -0.57 .37 .17 .31

Jobs

5. Performance Job 1 -0.43 .51 .48 .22 .32

6. Performance Job 2 -0.43 .51 .48 .22 .32

7. Performance Job 3 -0.43 .51 .48 .22 .32
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Table 2

Prevalence in the Total Applicant Pool and Application Pattern of the Applicant

Subgroups

Subgroup Prevalence Application Pattern

1 .30 Job 1

2 .25 Job 2

3 .20 Job 3

4 .10 Jobs 1 and 2

5 .10 Jobs 1 and 3

6 .05 Jobs 1, 2 and 3
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Figure 1. Pareto surface with Pareto-optimal efficiency/ AI trade-offs for (1) solid

line: a complex selection decision, differential prediction approach, (2) dashed line: a

series of simple selection decisions, and (3) dotted line: a complex selection decision,

uniform prediction approach


